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a b s t r a c t 

The extraordinary complexity of real Rotating Detonation Combustors (RDC) demands a deep knowledge 

of each phenomenon involved in the wave development and propagation. Since the reactants are typ- 

ically injected separately, a key element for the combustor design optimization is understanding the 

refilling process and the reactants mixing. However, due to the harsh environment and high working 

frequencies of RDCs, the experimental diagnostics is usually limited, so high-fidelity simulations rep- 

resent an essential tool to complement the measurements with detailed insights into the flow. In the 

present work, the non-premixed RDC installed at TU Berlin is simulated with the AVBP code by solving 

the fully-compressible, spatially-filtered reactive Navier-Stokes equations. The complete hydrogen and air 

injection system is included in the numerical model to accurately describe both the reactants mixing and 

the complex turbulent flow field in the resulting refill region. This study shows how both the injection 

system configuration and its transient interaction with the wave are fundamental for the reactants mix- 

ing, as they directly influence the refilled gas properties. Limiting the imbalances between the blockage 

dynamics of the fuel and oxidizer ducts and optimizing the fuel injectors can improve considerably the 

homogeneity of the fresh mixture, and consequently the leading shock strength and reasonably the pres- 

sure gain. In fact, the detailed analysis of the detonation front speed shown a higher instability near the 

chamber base for the periodic presence of unmixed reactants. Nevertheless, the unstable root of the front 

does not affect the whole wave speed, and remaining part propagates steadily thanks to the tangential 

mixture uniformity. Moreover, the local speed distribution does not appear directly related to the small- 

scale mixture properties, indicating a higher sensibility to the annulus curvature rather than to the local 

gas state. 

© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of The Combustion Institute. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

In the coming decades, continuous increases in energy demand 

nd the share of renewable sources will require the development 

f flexible, highly efficient solutions to supply energy. The stor- 

ge of surplus energy and the use of alternative fuels such as hy- 

rogen are certainly two key technologies that will shape the fu- 

ure energy scenario. In this framework, gas turbines will hold a 

osition in the decarbonisation thanks to their unique flexibility 

n operability, size and fuels [1] . A non-incremental increase of 

he efficiency of these machines could be potentially achieved by 

dopting other combustion modes involving a pressure gain dur- 

ng the heat addition unlocking a new generation of highly effi- 
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ient gas turbines. Among all the pressure-gain devices, the Ro- 

ating Detonation Combustors (RDC) are particularly suitable for 

he adoption in gas turbines, as the high-frequency rotating det- 

nation mitigates the reduction of turbine efficiency for the flow 

nsteadiness [2] . 

Although RDC technology is actively investigated by many re- 

earch groups worldwide [3–9] , several technical issues still need 

o be addressed, as their great complexity limits the experi- 

ental diagnostics which can be adopted. Different researchers 

ave shown that an increase in performance or efficiency can be 

chieved with RDC, however, a positive pressure gain has still to 

e demonstrated [10] . Despite the lack of a well-defined method 

o evaluate the pressure gain, usually a high pressure loss is due 

o the injector, which has to quickly refill the combustor and re- 

uce the pressure feedback from the combustion chamber into the 

pstream ducts. Moreover, the injector is responsible for the qual- 
stitute. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
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Nomenclature 

Acronyms 

AFR Air to Fuel Ratio 

CJ Chapman-Jouguet 

EAP Equivalent Available Pressure 

LES Large Eddy Simulation 

NSE Navier Stokes Equations 

PDF Probability Density Function 

PG Pressure gain 

PLEA Phase-locked Ensemble Average 

RDC Rotating Detonation Combustor 

ZND Zeldovich-von Neumann-Döring 

Greek symbols 

δhal f Half reaction thickness [ m ] 

ω Angular speed [ rad/s ] 

φ Generic scalar quantity [ −] 

� Relative fuel injector phase [ −] 

θ Detonation front angular distribution [ rad] 

ϕ Generic scalar quantity [ −] 

ϑ Angular coordinate [ rad] 

Latin symbols 

a Sound speed [ m/s ] 

D Detonation front normal speed [ m/s ] 

d Linear displacement of the front [ m ] 

M Mach number [ −] 

r Radial coordinate [ m ] 

S d Laminar flame displacement speed [ m/s ] 

t Temporal instant [ s ] 

U Unmixedness [ −] 

V Detonation front rotation speed [ m/s ] 

y Axial coordinate [ m ] 

Y k Mass fraction of species k [ −] 

ty of the detonable mixture as well as the flow field in the refill

egion, thus influencing the strength of the detonation wave and 

ts subsequent pressure [11] . The importance of the injection sys- 

em design in a RDC is clear for its performance optimisation, as it 

ust conciliate conflicting targets and has a direct impact on the 

ressure gain and on the reactants mixing. Understanding the mix- 

ure characteristics in relation to the unsteady injector operation is 

hus fundamental for the optimization of the whole combustor. 

In the past years, several numerical studies were carried out as- 

uming perfectly premixed reactants, since this hypothesis allows 

or a series of problem reductions such as the use of a 2D un- 

olled domain, the use of Euler equations and the simplified injec- 

or models [12,13] . Although these studies were essential for de- 

cribing the flow field structure associated to the rotating detona- 

ion [14] and exploring the impact of different geometrical con- 

gurations [15,16] , they neglect the flow complexity due to a real 

njection. Indeed, practical RDCs typically adopt a non-premixed 

njection of the reactants directly in the combustion chamber, in- 

olving a whole series of phenomena such as the turbulent mix- 

ng of species, the dynamic coupling between the injector and the 

ave, and the detonation propagation in a highly turbulent, par- 

ially heterogeneous flow [10] . Thanks to the increasing compu- 

ational power available, more and more studies have been car- 

ied out that include the separate reactants injection, necessarily 

n three dimensions [11,17–24] . Complex, non-ideal features mostly 

bsent in the simplified models were observed in each of these 

nvestigations, such as the high vitiation of the fresh gas, parasitic 

ombustion, and mixture stratifications [24] , even leading to asym- 

etries in the wave strength [11] and failures [23] . 
2 
These characteristics can be partially attributed to the strong 

elocity and composition gradients induced by the turbulent mix- 

ng in the refill region. Therefore, the turbulence model accuracy 

an also be expected to indirectly impact the detonation. In this 

egard, high-fidelity approaches such as LES, rather than URANS 

r hybrid simulations, should be the reference tool for the char- 

cterization of these devices, given their superior description of 

urbulent mixing. Nevertheless, only a few RDC studies have ac- 

ually adopted LES for characterizing the turbulence fluctuations 

11,18,19,23] , so that the reactants mixing is usually heavily approx- 

mated. Although studies of the sub-grid effects and modelling for 

etonations have been delayed with respect to the efforts given to 

urbulent deflagration models [25] , the characterization of the tur- 

ulent aerodynamics alone is crucial to provide the correct mixture 

roperties which drive the wave development. 

The main purpose of the present study is the characterization of 

he refilled gas properties in the TU Berlin RDC as a consequence 

f the radial-inward air injection and the impact on the detonation 

ront propagation. This combustor has been extensively studied ex- 

erimentally, exploring a number of phenomena that has been rea- 

oned to be at least partially attributable to the mixing effects. 

uch effects include the presence of counter-rotating [26] and lon- 

itudinal [27] waves and the suppression of the wave propagation 

elocity relative to the Chapman-Jouget velocity [28] . Initial nu- 

erical [29] and experimental [30] studies examined steady reac- 

ant injection flow field under non-reacting conditions. However, 

s the rig has not been previously numerically studied in reactive 

onditions, the objective of this work is to study the detailed fea- 

ures of the unsteady reactant refill and mixing processes in a typi- 

al, canonical single wave case as representative of many of the ex- 

erimental tests. From this, insight into the structure of the mixing 

eld and the transient response of the injectors under steady op- 

ration will provide valuable insight into these coupled processes. 

With this aim, an LES model is developed with specific at- 

ention to the description of the complete injection system and 

he turbulent reactants mixing in the refill region. A dedicated al- 

orithm is adopted for tracking the three-dimensional evolution 

f the detonation front and sampling the gas properties directly 

head of the wave, allowing for a stochastic characterization of the 

ocal front speed, the refill region, and their mutual correlation. 

his study remarks on the importance of the transient injectors 

peration in the formation of the fresh mixture, suggesting design 

mprovements to either reduce or tailor the axial and radial strati- 

cation of the mixture. 

. Test rig description 

The present study is focused on the non-premixed RDC in- 

talled at TU Berlin [9] . The configuration analysed here presents 

n annular combustion chamber of L = 110 mm with straight walls 

nd an internal radius of r i = 37 . 4 mm and an external radius of

 o = D/ 2 = 45 mm, directly discharging into the atmosphere with- 

ut any outlet restriction. The combustor is fed with the sepa- 

ate injection of hydrogen and air through N = 100 axial fuel in- 

ectors positioned at the base of the chamber and an air gap along 

he outer wall with height g = 1 . 21 mm, respectively, realizing a 

adially-inward cross-flow for the hydrogen jets ( Fig. 2 ). The fuel 

njector is constituted by uniformly-spaced ( 	ϑ in j = 3 . 6 ◦) straight 

hannels with a diameter of D f = 0 . 5 mm, positioned tangentially 

o the outer radius of the chamber. Both the air gap and the in- 

ectors are directly connected to their respective plena, where the 

ressure is monitored using dedicated piezo-resistive sensors. 

A stoichiometric, single-wave test point of this configuration is 

nvestigated numerically and is detailed in Table 1 . 

In these conditions, the experimental measurements registered 

 58% decrease of the total pressure at the outlet with respect to 
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Table 1 

Main operating conditions of the analysed test point. 

Reactive case 

Air manifold pressure bar(a ) 7.42 

Fuel manifold pressure bar(a ) 13.12 

Air temperature K 291 

Fuel temperature K 289 

Air ˙ m g/s 445 

Fuel ˙ m g/s 13.3 

Chamber mass flux kg/m 

2 s 290 

Equivalence ratio – 1.0 
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Table 2 

Main parameters of the 4S1R global mechanism for a detonation in a H 2 -air mixture 

( p 0 = 1 atm, T 0 = 298 K). 

Model parameters 

n H 2 , n O 2 1 

E a /RT 0 38.8 [ −] 

A 3 . 1 × 10 13 [ cm 

3 / (mol · s )] 

	H 298 K 
f 

(H 2 O ) −230 . 66 [ kJ/mol] 

Detonation properties 

D CJ (φ = 1) 1975 [ m/s ] 

δhal f (φ = 1) 197 [ μm ] 
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he air plenum pressure [31] . In fact, the relatively small gap area 

nd the absence of outlet restrictions are known to be detrimental 

or the pressure gain of this combustor, such that the test point in 

able 1 has one of the highest pressure loss measured. This is to be

xpected given the simple, highly restrictive injector configuration 

sed in many laboratory environments and typical for much of the 

ublished RDC literature. Therefore, the test point was chosen as 

he simplest, baseline condition to provide a broadly comparable 

nd representative test case. 

. Numerical model 

The flow within the RDC is governed by the fully compress- 

ble, multi-species, reactive Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. Due to 

he non-premixed nature of the reactants, the description of the 

urbulent mixing is vital for a good representation of the mix- 

ure which detonates. Therefore, in this study the NS equations are 

patially-filtered in the LES formulation to accurately model the 

urbulence without compromising the computational demand. The 

ub-grid turbulent stresses deriving from the filtering operation are 

losed with the WALE model [32] , specifically developed for wall 

ounded flows. 

The fluid is modeled as a reactive mixture of ideal gases com- 

osed of four species, i.e. H 2 , O 2 , H 2 O , N 2 . The hydrogen-air det-

nation is described through a reversible global scheme, namely 

S1R : 

 2 + 

1 

2 

O 2 ↔ H 2 O (1) 

he net rate of progress Q of the reaction is calculated with an 

rrhenius formulation: 

 = A exp 

(
− E a 

RT 

)
[ H 2 ] 

n H 2 [ O 2 ] 
n O 2 − k r [ H 2 O ] (2)

here the reverse rate of progress k r is calculated from the equilib- 

ium constant. The model parameters are optimized for the present 

onditions, i.e. a detonation in a H 2 -air mixture around the ambi- 

nt pressure and temperature. The reaction order and the activa- 

ion energy are estimated through the explosion theory by eval- 

ating the ignition delay time in constant pressure 0D reactors 

33] with a detailed mechanism. To match the Chapman-Jouguet 

peed over the whole detonability range, the formation enthalpy 

f H 2 O is slightly increased, compensating for the altered disso- 

iation and heat released during the combustion with respect to 

 complete scheme ( Fig. 1 (a)). Finally, the Arrhenius constant A 

s calibrated to match the half-reaction thickness predicted by a 

eference mechanism [34] around the stoichiometric composition 

ig. 1 (c). The chemical details of the model are summarised in 

able 2 and the resulting 1D detonation profiles are shown in 

ig. 1 (b) against the reference scheme. 

The laminar viscosity of the mixture is specified as a function of 

he temperature through a power law and distinct Schmidt num- 

ers are set for the species to model the laminar diffusion, while 

he turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl numbers are set to 0.6. The lam- 

nar flame speed is underestimated by the present model, inducing 
3 
 secondary contribution of the deflagration regime when used for 

odeling the oxidation. Therefore, also considering the unexplored 

otential interference with the detonation, no turbulent combus- 

ion model is used. These deficiencies of the chemical description 

re not expected to compromise the RDC analysis since the con- 

umption rate of the reactants through the deflagration is usually 

t least one order of magnitude lower than through the detonation 

19] . 

The physical model described above is solved numerically with 

he cell-vertex finite-volume AVBP 7.5 code [37] developed by CER- 

ACS and IFPEN. The Lax-Wendroff scheme [38] , second-order in 

ime and space, is used as a trade-off between accuracy and com- 

utational cost, while a localized artificial diffusivity [39] model is 

dopted to stabilize the code near the flow discontinuities and re- 

uce numerical oscillations. An explicit temporal integration is car- 

ied out enforcing dynamically a maximum CFL number of 0.7, re- 

ulting in a timestep of 	t ≈ 6 × 10 −9 s . The simulations were car- 

ied out on 240 cores of a HPC cluster based on Intel®Xeon ®Gold 

248 CPUs. On this hardware, the return time for the overall simu- 

ation of 4.1 ms of physical time is 650 h, i.e. 163 simulation hours 

er physical millisecond. The total CPU time was then about 151k 

PUh. 

.1. Domain and spatial discretization 

Since the detonation wave propagation and the injectors are in- 

rinsically coupled, with the former determining the area block- 

ge and plenum pressure feedback and the latter producing the 

ammable mixture, the complete geometry of the RDC includ- 

ng the reactant plena and ducts is considered in the simulation. 

he whole fluid domain is discretized with a tetrahedral mesh of 

78 million elements, adopting specific refinements of 80–100 μm 

ithin the injectors and 170 μm at the chamber base to accurately 

eproduce the reactants turbulent mixing. The appropriate LES res- 

lution of the turbulence in this region was verified through the 

elik’s quality index [40] , obtaining average values around 0.8–0.9. 

Indeed, a standard limitation of full RDC simulations is the gen- 

ral under-resolution of the reaction zone within the detonation, 

mposed by the computational costs and exacerbated in the case 

f detailed schemes involving short-living radicals. As a matter 

f fact, several recent studies of non-premixed RDCs [11,19,20,22–

4] with detailed chemistry adopted mesh sizings around 100–

00 μm , aligned to the present study. This element size is compa- 

able to the half-reaction thickness obtained from the ZND model 

f 1D detonations, and in principle should not allow for correctly 

olving the detonation front. However, experimental [41] and nu- 

erical studies [42,43] observed a considerable broadening of the 

eaction region for a detonation in non-premixed reactants due to 

on-ideal effects and composition variations, indicating that the 

se of ZND detonation profiles as reference could be too conser- 

ative for practical cases. 

Although the detonation front broadening is expected also in 

he present case, a preliminary study in a 2D detonation tube 
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Fig. 1. Performances of the global 4S1R scheme in an atmospheric H 2 -air mixture: (a) Chapman-Jouguet speed and thermodynamic states predicted by the global 4S1R 

scheme and a detailed scheme [34] varying the equivalence ratio; (b) static temperature and pressure profiles in a 1D CJ detonation in a stoichiometric H 2 -air mixture; (c) 

laminar flame speed and half reaction thickness in a 1D CJ detonation. The laminar flame speed is also compared against the experimental measurements of Krejci et al. 

[35] and a reduced scheme by ONERA [36] . 

Fig. 2. Section of the mesh grid used for the simulations with the local element 

size and the detail of the injection. 
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as carried out to assess the numerical model accuracy when the 

etonation front is under-resolved. Both the 4S1R global scheme 

nd a skeletal H 2 -air mechanism with 9 species and 12 reac- 

ions [34] were tested to highlight the impact of the chemical 

odel. The analysis showed that the more detailed scheme did not 

erform well on coarse elements ( 	e ≈ 0 . 5 δhal f ), and did not cap-
4

ure the cellular structure observed experimentally. On the other 

and, the global scheme did not degenerate on coarse meshes, 

utperforming the skeletal scheme in the description of realistic 

etonation cells. This was attributed to the better discretization of 

pecies profiles and less pronounced gradients in the detonation 

ront ( Fig. 1 ), which reduces the mesh size requirements of the 

lobal scheme. Considering that both the schemes predicted deto- 

ation speeds comparable to the CJ value, the adoption of the 4S1R 

cheme on the present mesh size was considered sufficiently accu- 

ate for representing the detonation front and the resulting flow 

eld in the combustor. 

.2. Boundary conditions and initialization 

The air and hydrogen inlet boundaries are set at the base 

f their respective feeding plena, where the pressure is imposed 

hrough the partially non-reflecting Navier-Stokes characteristic 

oundary (NSCBC) conditions. At the chamber outlet, no domain 

xtension is adopted, setting the atmospheric pressure at the exit 

urface using NSCBC, as the boundary condition is able to dynam- 

cally switch from a characteristic subsonic to a supersonic outlet 

hen the local Mach number exceeds unity. The no-slip condition 

t the walls is modeled using turbulent adiabatic wall functions 

44] . 

After the preliminary simulation of the non-reactive flow, a 

edicated initial solution is imposed in the chamber for both initi- 

ting the detonation wave and achieving a fast stabilization of the 

ow within the combustor. The guessed solution is based on a 1D 

verdriven detonation profile and approximates a basic RDC flow 

eld, as shown in Fig. 3 . 

The initiation strategy adopted has been extensively tested in 

reliminary 2D RDC simulations and compared against other ap- 

roaches, showing that in this operating point the wave mode does 

ot depend on the initialization, as observed during the experi- 

ents [45] . 

Once the detonation is initiated, about 6 wave rotations 

0.75 ms) are required to completely stabilize the mass flow rate, 

emperature and heat release in the combustion chamber. Then, 

he solution fields during the following 2 ms are considered for 

he analysis, corresponding to about 15 revolutions of the wave. 
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Fig. 3. Temperature distribution of the initial solution at the mid-span of the com- 

bustion chamber. 
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.3. Data extraction procedure 

Since the scope of the work is studying the detonation front 

ropagation in relation to the local gas mixture, specific attention 

s devoted to tracking the detonation front and sampling the gas 

roperties preceding the wave during its rotation in the combus- 

ion chamber. During the simulation, a dedicated algorithm is ex- 

cuted with a constant interval of 	t = 3 . 25 × 10 −8 s (31 MHz),

orresponding to roughly 4100 samples per rotation (41 per fuel 

hannels pitch). The procedure is constituted by two steps, which 

an be summarised as follows: 

1. Detonation front identification: a constant static pressure ( p = 

9 bar) isosurface is exported and processed to discriminate the 

nodes laying on the frontal surface from all the others, i.e. to 

obtain a surface θ (r, y, t) . This operation is carried out by se-

lecting the points on the isosurface with the maximum angular 

position within a radial-axial half-overlapping moving window 

of 0 . 5 × 0 . 5 mm. Also, the mean angular position of the front

θm 

(t) = 

∑ M 

r,y θ (r, y, t) /M is calculated. 

2. Frontal plane sampling: the instantaneous solution is interpo- 

lated in a r, y planar grid of 0 . 1 × 0 . 1 mm immediately ahead

of the detonation. To ensure that the plane never intersects the 

front, a constant forward shift of the mean angular position of 

the front in the direction of propagation is applied, i.e. the gas 

is sampled at the plane with θp (t) = θm 

(t) + 	ϑ with 	ϑ = 10

deg. 

The final output of the whole process is the series of instan- 

aneous detonation front surfaces θ (r, y, t) and fluid properties 

(r, y, θp (t)) on a moving plane directly before the detonation pas- 

age. The local instantaneous values of p, T and composition Y k are 

lso used as inputs for calculating the Chapman-Jouguet speed D CJ 

hrough the Shock and Detonation Toolbox [46] based on the Can- 

era 2.4.0 [47] libraries for Python3. 

It is worth noting that the mixture state in the frontal plane 

oes not correspond exactly to the mixture which detonates, as 

(r, y, t) � = θp (t) and the detonation front requires a small but fi-

ite time interval 	t = (θp − θ ) / ω det to occupy the position of the 

ampling plane. However, the very high speed of the detonation 

ront ( ω det ≈ 47 0 0 0 rad /s ) and the small distance θp − θ ≈ 10 d eg

etween the detonation front θ (t) and the frontal plane θp (t) 

llows for neglecting the temporal variations of the flow within 

 ± 	t in a fixed point (r, y, ϑ) : 

(r, y, ϑ, t) ≈ ϕ 

(
r, y, ϑ, t ± θp − θ

ω det 

)
(3) 
e

5 
With this assumption, the gas properties on the front can be 

btained from the gas state recorded on the plane at a previous 

nstant t − 	t , i.e. when the frontal plane occupied that angular 

osition on the front: 

 

(
θ (r, y, t) 

)
≈ ϕ 

(
r, y, θp 

(
t − θp − θ

ω det 

))
(4) 

Note that while it is assumed that 	t = (θp − θ ) / ω det ≈ 0 , the 

orrect spatial sampling at θp (t − 	t) = θ (r, y, t) is preserved, re- 

rieving the correct gas position with respect to the injectors. For 

hese considerations, a single plane for sampling the state of the 

as ahead of the front is used, allowing a consistent simplification 

f the procedure without compromising the accuracy of the analy- 

is. 

Once the instantaneous detonation front surfaces θ (r, y, t) have 

een collected, the absolute speed in every point of the front 

 ( r, y, t ) can be evaluated by supposing that the front propa- 

ates along its local normal direction. The calculation of the ve- 

ocity is carried out on a downsampled dataset ( 	t = 1 . 3 × 10 −7 s,

.7 MHz) to reduce high-frequency noise. More details about this 

alculation can be found in the Appendix. 

An important aspect to be considered is that the detonation 

peed is calculated in the global coordinate system and could gen- 

rally deviate from the speed with respect to the reactants. How- 

ver, the speed of the detonation is about 3–7 times the gas speed 

n the refill region, so in the analysis the front speed in the global 

ystem also represents the speed in the reactants within a good 

pproximation. 

. Results 

In this section the results of the simulation are reported and 

iscussed, beginning with the validation of the model by compar- 

son with available experimental data. Due to the non-premixed 

njection of the reactants, the analysis is focused on the detailed 

escription of the local gas properties in the refill region, provid- 

ng a complete characterisation of the mixture and explaining its 

onnection with the dynamics of the injector. Thereafter, the speed 

f the leading shock is studied to clarify the correlation with the 

ocal mixture, including the front response to the periodic mixture 

ariations induced by the discrete fuel injection. 

.1. Model validation 

The harsh conditions typical of RDCs represent a great chal- 

enge for the diagnostics, so usually the measurements which can 

e carried out are limited. During the experimental testing of the 

ig, global features of the combustor such as the wave speed and 

umber, the overall pressure gain and the pressure axial distribu- 

ion were measured, and are adopted here as metrics to assess the 

ccuracy of the numerical model. 

.1.1. Global flow field features 

For the operating conditions considered in this study ( Table 1 ), 

 dominant single detonation wave stabilizes in the chamber an- 

ulus. The simulation captures the same behaviour observed ex- 

erimentally, with a single, well-defined front propagating in the 

ombustor without major fluctuations. The presence of the deto- 

ation wave in the chamber partially blocks the effective injector 

rea, leading to an inlet mass flow rate of 445 g/s (74% ˙ m is ) for

he air and 13.3 g/s (82% ˙ m is ) for the fuel, targeting the nominal 

toichiometric equivalence ratio. 

The single detonation wave is clear from the shocks present in 

he combustor chamber ( Fig. 4 (a)) and the unwrapped temperature 

nd hydrogen fields at mid-span ( Fig. 4 (b)). The detonation front 

xhibits a well-defined shape. Trailing the detonation is a strong 
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Fig. 4. Shock structures visualised through the ∇P/P = 20 0 0 m 

−1 isosurface and coloured by static pressure (a); maps of static temperature (b) and H 2 mass fraction (c) in 

the unwrapped mid-span cylindrical section of the chamber. 
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Table 3 

Predicted and measured combustor characteristics. 

LES Exp. 

Wave type [–] Single Single 

Wave frequency [Hz] 7509 6287 

V = ωr mean [m/s] 1942 1627 

(98% D CJ ) (82% D CJ ) 

Exit total pressure p 0 ,e [bar] 3.18 3.12 

EAP i [bar] 3.17 –

EAP i full [bar] 3.33 –

Pressure gain PG [–] −0 . 57 −0 . 58 
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hock generated by the reflection of the detonation on the outer 

all, typical of curved channels. This reflected shock wave persists 

or a relatively long azimuthal distance as it bounces off the in- 

er wall, before returning to the outer radius and again blocking 

njectors. 

Similarly to previous studies in other configurations [24] , this 

railing wave is not associated to an appreciate heat release as it 

ostly propagates in combustion products. Despite the high pres- 

ure obtained behind the detonation, no hot gas backflow is ob- 

erved in the simulation in either of the injector channels. 

The temperature and hydrogen mass fraction distributions re- 

ulting from the single wave are also reported in Fig. 4 at the mid-

pan of the combustion chamber. The refill region begins approx- 

mately 60 deg behind the detonation wave and increases linearly 

p to a maximum refill height of approximately 40 mm. The hy- 

rogen mass fraction field shows that the non-premixed injection 

esults in large composition variations of the mixture ahead of the 

etonation front, even leading to a non-negligible 11% of the fuel 

ass flow rate exiting the combustor ( 1 . 46 g/s ) unburnt. As the

haracterization of the gas mixture ahead of the detonation is of 

rimary importance, it will be analysed in detail after presenting 

he model validation. 

.1.2. Wave rotation speed 

During the experimental test, the pressure signals in the outer 

all are measured using piezo-electric sensors at a frequency of 

00 kHz [9] . The signals are sampled over several hundreds of 

illiseconds and then processed by fast Fourier transform, leading 

o a stable, average rotation frequency of 6287 ± 5 Hz. 

Although the simulation enables more accurate and detailed 

rocedures for determining the detonation speed, in this section 

he calculation is carried out by sampling several punctual probes 

istributed according to the real sensors in the rig. More specifi- 

ally, the speed of the wave in the laboratory coordinate system 

s evaluated from the static pressure signals in different locations 

ithin the combustion chamber over 14 revolutions ( ≈ 1 . 8 ms). 

he probes are positioned at the chamber midspan with angu- 

ar position ϑ = −20 , 33, 100, 220 deg for M6, M8, M9, M10, re-

pectively. The signals are sampled with a frequency of 7.7 MHz 

t y = 25 mm and are reported in Fig. 5 . The rotation speed V =
r mean is calculated from the time-of-flight between two adjacent 
6 
ressure peaks V = 	ϑr mean / 	t either considering a single probe 

 	ϑ = 2 π ) or a consecutive pair, i.e. by considering the time in-

erval between two adjacent stations. The wave predicted by the 

imulation propagates at the mean radius with an average speed of 

942 m/s (7509 Hz) with minor fluctuations of roughly ±26 m/s. 

onsidering a CJ speed of 1975 m/s for H 2 -air at stoichiometric 

onditions, the tangential velocity of the detonation is distributed 

round the Chapman-Jouguet value, resulting in a slightly under- 

riven condition along the inner wall and over-driven in the outer 

all. The rotation frequency is overestimated by the simulation by 

9% when compared to the value measured in the experimental 

est (1627 m/s, 6287 Hz), as reported in Table 3 . 

The reasons of the frequency overestimation still need to be 

larified. Previous studies with realistic non-premixed configura- 

ions have observed both the overestimation [18,21,22,24] and un- 

erestimation [11,48] of the propagation speed with respect to the 

easurements. In the present analysis, the discrepancy could be 

rimarily linked to the adiabatic treatment of the chamber walls, 

ccordingly to what is observed by [18,21,22] . Moreover, the use 

f a combustion model that underestimates the deflagration speed 

ould limit the proportion of burnt gas pockets in the refill region 

nd partially avoid the wave weakening, as shown in other stud- 

es with considerable parasitic combustion [11,24,49] . Both of these 

wo modeling aspects will be subject of further developments of 

he numerical model. 

Although the simulation predicts a detonation frequency higher 

han the experiments, this difference is still reasonable and aligned 

ith other works. Therefore, the flow field induced by the wave 

ropagation as well as the reactants mixing are expected to be rea- 
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Fig. 5. Static pressure signals sampled at 7.7 MHz in four consecutive locations within the chamber at y = 25 mm and 50% span (top) and the resulting wave rotation speed 

(middle); instantaneous total pressures calculated at the outlet section. The grayed region indicates the average and RMS total pressure measured by Bach et al. [31] (bottom). 
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onably representative of the real combustor operation with good 

pproximation. 

.1.3. Pressure measurements 

As reported in Table 3 , the present configuration does not 

chieve a positive pressure gain, but rather it represents one of 

he most penalizing conditions for the combination of unrestricted 

utlet and relatively small air injector [9] . 

The total pressure at the RDC discharge measured with a Kiel 

robe recorded an average value of P 0 ,e = 3 . 12 bar for the present

est conditions ( Table 3 ). Considering the air plenum pressure of 

 0 ,a = 7 . 42 bar, this leads to a negative pressure gain of P G = 

 0 ,e /P 0 ,a − 1 = −58% , primarily due to the high-loss injector. The 

verall pressure gain of the combustor is captured by the sim- 

lations with excellent accuracy ( Table 3 ). The predicted area- 

veraged total pressure P 0 ,e at the discharge is also reported in 

ig. 5 (bottom) against the value measured by Bach et al. [31] . 

he agreement with the experiment in terms of overall pressure 

evels and gain, notwithstanding the wave frequency overestima- 
7 
ion, seems to indicate that the detonation speed is not solely 

esponsible the pressure gain, at least considering a single wave 

ode without outlet restrictions. A similar result was obtained 

y Sato et al. [22] , where the pressure distribution in the exper- 

ments and in the simulations matched although the experimen- 

ally measured wave speed was lower. This behaviour is aligned 

o what is also seen in these measurements, such that other pa- 

ameters are needed for characterising the performances of the 

ombustor [9] . 

It is worth remarking that the experimental estimation of the 

ffective pressure gain of RDCs is not trivial and a consolidated 

rocedure must be still established. Since the combustor will be 

oupled with a downstream component – either a nozzle or a tur- 

ine – the pressure gain should consider the ability of the flow 

o produce the actual output of the engine [50] . To provide a 

ore significant parameter, the ideal EAP is evaluated from the 

ES either by assuming the recovery of the axial flow velocity only 

EAP i ) or all of the components (EAP 
f ull 
i 

). The values are reported 

n Fig. 5 (bottom) and Table 3 . 
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Fig. 6. Time-averaged axial distribution of the pressure along the chamber outer 

wall. The dashed line marks the refill height ( h ≈ 38 mm ). 
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The temporal trends show that the EAP i is coherent with the 

nstantaneous total pressure at the outlet of the combustor, cap- 

uring not only the average value but also its fluctuations. This ac- 

ordance is not surprising and was also observed in other stud- 

es which registered a limited difference between the two values 

50,51] . As a consequence, the pressure gain is not affected by the 

hoice of using EAP i or the exit total pressure p 0 ,e , while the more

ptimistic value of EAP 
f ull 

i 
, including also the non-axial momen- 

um, leads to slightly higher value ( +2% increase). These observa- 

ions suggest that the total pressure at the exit can be used as a 

eaningful value to evaluate the pressure gain of the device, thus 

upporting the approach carried out in the experiments [9,45,52] . 

Another important feature of the flow field inside the com- 

ustor to be predicted is the axial distribution of the pressure 

long the outer wall of the chamber. The time-averaged measure- 

ents of pressure in four different axial stations are reported in 

ig. 6 and contrasted to the values calculated by the simulation. 

he profiles show a good agreement in terms of axial distribu- 

ion, with different values depending on the relative position to 

he detonation wave. Below the refill height, the pressure is higher 

n the presence of the detonation, and then rapidly drops when 

he compression is provided only by the oblique shock. In this 

econd region, the pressure decreases almost linearly toward the 

utlet. 

The simulation slightly over-predicts the wall pressures as al- 

eady observed in other studies [11,22] , likely for the difference 

etween the direct sampling in LES and the viscous attenuation 

f the experimental value for the Capillary Tube Average Pressure 

CTAP) measure. Considering that the effects inside the capillary 

ube are not accounted for in the simulation, the comparison of 

igs. 5 and 6 demonstrates a general accuracy of the pressure field. 

The analyses carried out in this section support the model pre- 

ictions as the pressure levels across the combustor appears to be 

ell described. Therefore, there is no evidence that the error in 

he wave frequency invalidates the global flow field structure, such 

hat the complex supersonic features present in the chamber are 

xpected to be reasonably representative of the real RDC. 

.2. Refill region characterization 

The time-averaged properties of the gas within the refill region 

n the radial-axial plane directly ahead of the detonation front (as 

escribed in Section 3.3 ) are reported in Fig. 7 . The instantaneous 

amples are collected during a full wave rotation with a constant 

ampling rate, so they are evenly distributed with respect to the 

uel injectors (see Fig. 4 ). 

The refill region is evident from these maps and extends up 

o h ≈ 38 mm from the chamber base ( Y H 2 < 0 . 015 ). Since the

ime required by the wave to complete a revolution is around 
8

= 1 . 3 × 10 −4 s, the corresponding average axial velocity of the 

efilling mixture is around h/τ = 290 m/s . The predicted refill 

eight is in agreement with the nominal bulk flow value of h = 

· ˙ m / (ρu A cc ) = 36 mm considering an ambient H 2 −air stoichio- 

etric mixture ( ρu = 0 . 855 kg/m 

3 ). 

The average flow in the radial-axial plane immediately ahead of 

he detonation is completely driven by the non-premixed injection 

f the reactants, with the radial-inward air flow deflecting the ax- 

al fuel jet toward the inner wall of the chamber ( Fig. 7 (a)). Despite

he higher mass flow rate, the supersonic jets are qualitatively sim- 

lar to the results obtained by Weiss et al. [29] in non-reactive con- 

itions. As a result of the deflection, the stirred reactants impinge 

n the centerbody deviating from a 45 deg angle to the axial direc- 

ion. This flow curvature is allowed by the subsonic speed of the 

ixture and induces the formation of a high pressure region in 

he inner corner of the chamber. The average axial flow along the 

nner wall is slightly supersonic, but it is determined by averag- 

ng subsonic and supersonic gas pockets between M = 0 . 7 –1.8. On

he other hand, in the outer half span of the chamber the speed 

s subsonic, mainly due to the higher sound speed in this region 

ather than a reduction of the flow velocity. Above the reactant 

ets ( y ≥ 5 mm ) the static pressure field is relatively constant rang-

ng between 1–1.3 bar, leading to an average total pressure in the 

efill region ahead of the detonation of p 0 ,re f = 1 . 93 bar. This value

hows that a significant pressure drop occurs across the air injec- 

or ( p 0 ,re f /p 0 ,a = 0 . 26 ), but also that an ideal pressure increase of

oughly p 0 ,e /p 0 ,re f = 1 . 65 could be achieved neglecting the injector 

osses. 

An important characteristic of the air radial injection is the for- 

ation of a recirculation region above the air gap in the outer 

all. This region is constantly filled with hot combustion prod- 

cts ( Fig. 7 (b)-(c)) and promotes the parasitic combustion near the 

uter annulus wall. Indeed, the present injector configuration com- 

ined with relatively high mass flow rate allows an efficient refill 

n the inner half of the chamber only, flushing away the combus- 

ion products, while it is deficient for spans greater than 50%. 

Although the inner half of the chamber is mostly fresh gas, the 

ixture is not homogeneous and presents a significant axial strat- 

fication ( Fig. 7 (d)). To better characterise the mixture and distin- 

uish between stirred and mixed reactants, the fuel unmixedness 

29,53] : 

 H 2 = 

Y ′′ 2 
H 2 

Y H 2 (1 − Y H 2 ) 
(5) 

s often determined from the fuel variance Y ′′ 2 
H 2 

as a metric for 

ixture quality, so it is calculated in the plane and reported in 

ig. 7 (e). 

Three different zones can be identified in the fresh gas below 

he 50% of the span. At the top of the refill region, a wide pocket

f rich, well-mixed reactants (1) extends for approximately a third 

f the total height (between axial positions 25 and 38 mm), fea- 

uring an equivalence ratio of φ = 1 . 13 –1.36. Below, a slightly lean

nd uniform mixture with φ ≈ 0 . 85 is present at the center of the 

efill zone (2). Near the chamber head ( y < 10 mm ) the gas compo-

ition fluctuates considerably due to the presence of the unmixed 

ydrogen jets (3) just entering the chamber. Here, the flow field is 

ivided by the presence of the supersonic air flow and its interac- 

ion with the axial fuel jet, determining a fuel accumulation at the 

ase. 

This peculiar mixture stratification and its formation can be 

xplained by considering the differential interaction between the 

igh-pressure wave and the distinct reactant injectors. In fact, due 

o the different geometry, feeding pressure, and fluid within the 

ir and fuel channels, their dynamics are different and are affected 

ifferently by the detonation blockage. Since the combustor oper- 
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Fig. 7. Time-averaged gas properties of the refill region in the plane ahead of the detonation front ( 	ϑ ≈ +10 deg), including the corresponding time-averaged local CJ speed 

and CJ Mach number in the fresh gas. The divergent maps of hydrogen (d) and M CJ (g) are centred on the stoichiometric composition in absence of H 2 O and the nominal CJ 

Mach number of 4.85 for a stoichiometric H 2 -air detonation, respectively. 
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tes nominally at a stoichiometric condition, any local alteration to 

he fuel and air mass flow rates into the combustor produces re- 

ions that deviate from φ = 1 . 

To characterise quantitatively the local departure from the nom- 

nal stoichiometric condition, polar diagrams of the instantaneous 

eactants mass flux and the resulting local air-to-fuel mass ra- 

io (AFR) are reported in Fig. 8 . The mass fluxes are normalized 

ith respect to the value before the detonation passage ( ˙ m 0 ,a = 

274 kg/m 

2 s and ˙ m 0 , f = 711 kg/m 

2 s ) and highlight distinct phases 

f the injectors after the wave passage. 

The minimum in reactant flow occurs roughly 10 deg behind 

he front and occurs in both the fuel and air at the same time. The

njectors then starts recovering until the reflected wave again per- 

urbs the flow about 60 deg behind the detonation, with about half 

he intensity of the first blockage. The combined effect of these 

wo waves results in an severe perturbation of the injectors during 

he first 90–120 deg behind the front. 

Despite the simultaneous blockage, the air mass flux is reduced 

onsiderably more than the fuel mass flux due to the differing in- 

ector pressures, resulting in a local low value of AF R and an ex- 

ess of injected fuel mass in the 30 deg behind the front. Around 

0 deg, the air flow recovery results in a local AF R ≈ 34 ( φ ≈ 1 ),

ut then the second blockage lowers again the AF R at 60–75 deg. 

his behaviour of the injectors produces first a gas entering in the 

hamber within 0–75 deg with a fuel-rich composition, which then 

ixes while being advected downstream by the following reac- 

ants, settling at the top (1) of the refill region ( Fig. 7 ). Due to its

osition, this region is particularly detrimental to the combustor 

peration as the lack of oxidizer leads to a significant proportion 

f unburnt hydrogen exiting the chamber (11% of mass), visible in 

ig. 4 . 

After the second blockage, the fuel mass flow rate rapidly stabi- 

izes to the unperturbed values ( ϑ ≥ 90 deg), while the air requires 

n additional 30–40 deg. However, while the fuel mass flow rate 

eaches the choking value, the air mass flow rate exhibits its max- 

mum value between 120 and 270 deg, inducing a slightly lean re- 

ctants ratio with φ = 0 . 85 . Only after 270 deg behind the detona-

ion does the air mass flux decreases again, finally matching the 

ominal stoichiometric ratio. 
9 
This particular phenomenon can be regarded as a consequence 

f the moving shock passage inside the air gap and propagating 

pstream toward the plenum. Since the moving shock temporarily 

nduces a total pressure increase, between 90 and 270 deg the lo- 

al total pressure at the end of the air gap is slightly higher, so the

uid is more dense at the throat and the choking mass flow rate 

s increased. This effect progressively decreases with the distance 

rom the shock within the airgap, until at ϑ = 270 deg the tem- 

orary total pressure rise is not relevant, leading to a reduction of 

ass flow rate. 

Secondarily, the air excess could be linked to a local variation 

f the air throat area. In the present configuration, the fuel throat 

rea is determined uniquely by the geometry, while the air throat 

rea also depends on the shape of the fuel jets, which reduces the 

eometric area of the air gap. Although the choking air mass flow 

ate could be potentially influenced by the fuel blockage, no signif- 

cant differences in the air throat were observed between 180 and 

20 deg analysing the M = 1 isosurface. 

The three injector phases described above result in the axial 

tratification of the mixture shown in Fig. 7 (d). The analysis carried 

ut in this section confirms that the detonation and reflected wave 

ave a significant impact on the injectors, resulting in significant 

nhomogeneities in the fresh mixture as a consequence of the dif- 

erent, uncontrolled alteration of fuel and air mass flow rates. In- 

eed, these are undesired features for the RDC, so the effects of the 

eflected shock should be carefully taken into account when opti- 

izing the combustor operation. More specifically, the axial strat- 

fication of the fresh mixture could be reduced by a re-design of 

he injectors considering the following points: 

• The differential effects of the detonation blockage on the air 

and fuel injectors result a rich region at the top of the refill 

region, so an optimized geometry should try to minimize or 

equalize the transient response of fuel and air to maintain the 

equivalence ratio; 

• The moving shock propagating upstream in the air injector lo- 

cally increases the total pressure, increasing the local mass flow 

rate, thus the injectors geometry should avoid or dissipate the 
propagation of the shock. 
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Fig. 8. Polar diagrams of the local instantaneous mass flux at the injectors exit su- 

perimposed on the numerical schlieren at the chamber base (top) and the result- 

ing Air-to-Fuel ratio (AFR, bottom) with respect to the nominal stoichiometric value 

( AF R = 34 ). The detonation is located at ϑ = 0 deg and the mass fluxes are normal- 

ized with the value before the detonation passage. 
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.2.1. Local Chapman-Jouguet speed 

The knowledge of the instantaneous local gas state ahead of the 

etonation front allows for the calculation of the local Chapman- 

ouguet speed in the plane. The instantaneous distributions of the 

J speed are then time-averaged and the result is reported in 

ig. 7 (f). Equivalently, also the CJ Mach number in the fresh mix- 

ure M CJ = D CJ /a 0 is evaluated and time-averaged in Fig. 7 (e). 

As the detonation speed depends most strongly on the equiva- 

ence ratio, the average D CJ is higher in the rich regions below the 

uel jet and in the top part of the refill region, while it decreases

oward the outer wall due to both the leaner composition and the 

igher temperature residual products. Due to the high variability 

f the composition at the chamber base, the RMS of the CJ speed 

not reported) reaches its maximum values of 500 m/s, while is 

enerally limited below 150 m/s in the other regions. 

The recirculation region above the air gap features values of D CJ 

ear the local sound speed which is already high due to the pres- 

nce of hot products, as clear from the M CJ distribution with values 
10 
pproaching 1 around y = 3 mm on the outer wall. Such low M CJ 

re unlikely to be able to self-support the detonation in this region, 

nd therefore the wave propagation in this region is likely sup- 

orted by the stronger neighboring regions in the annulus. At the 

op of the refill region, the more intense deflagration vitiates the 

eactants near the outer wall, broadening the low CJ speed layer 

resent at high span. The mixture properties alone would then in- 

uce a slower propagation along the outer wall with respect to the 

nner wall, which is in opposition to what is observed here (see 

ection 4.3 ) and typically in curved channels [54] and other RDC 

tudies [16] . 

The CJ speed distribution in Fig. 7 (f) remarks that in a non- 

remixed combustor the mixture properties can deviate signifi- 

antly from an ideal premixed case at the same conditions. For 

nstance, the mean CJ speed between 5 < y < 35 mm is 1807 m/s,

uch lower than the reference of 1975 m/s at ambient stoichio- 

etric conditions. 

The local values of CJ speed are particularly interesting as they 

escribe the speed at which a steady, unperturbed detonation 

hould propagate in the local mixture. Therefore, the discrepancy 

etween the actual front speed and the CJ speed should be at- 

ributable to missing effects in the CJ theory such as wave un- 

teadiness and annulus curvature. The comparison between the 

wo will be presented in Section 4.3 . 

.2.2. Periodic gas variation for the discrete injection 

The quantities on the frontal plane exhibit periodic fluctuations 

orced by the presence of the discrete fuel injectors, but which are 

lso affected by turbulence. For describing the periodic determinis- 

ic component of the quantities without the spurious contribution 

f the instantaneous turbulence, the instantaneous gas properties 

head of the front are Phase-Locked Ensemble Averaged (PLEA) ac- 

ording to [55,56] : 

 per (r, y, �p ) = 

1 

N 

N−1 ∑ 

k =0 

ϕ 

(
r, y, (�p + k )	θin j 

)
(6) 

here k ∈ N [0 , N − 1] , N is the number of injectors and 0 ≤ �p < 1

s the phase relative to the fuel injector, such that any frontal plane 

osition can be expressed as θp = (�p + k )	θin j . Since the data is 

ampled for discrete values of �p , the phase space is divided into 

0 bands of width 	�p = 0 . 05 , centred around �p . 

The PLEA fields of hydrogen mass fraction and local CJ speed 

re averaged in the radial direction and reported in Fig. 9 in the 

njector phase space. 

The map does not show a noticeable variation with the phase, 

xcept for the unavoidable fluctuation in region (3) below y = 

0 mm , that directly involves the fuel jets. Downstream, the PLEA 

xial values coincide with the time-average as soon as the reac- 

ants jets start mixing. This feature demonstrates that for this com- 

ustor configuration, the fuel injectors ( 100 × 0 . 5 mm ) are dense

nough to determine a tangentially uniform mixture, mostly inde- 

endent of the discrete hydrogen jets. The well-mixed reactants in 

egions (1) and (2), with a constant composition during the wave 

otation, promote a steady stabilization of the wave. This however 

ay not be representative for other configurations with a longer 

uel injector pitch. 

An interesting aspect that emerges from the PLEA maps in 

ig. 9 is that the periodic variations at the chamber base (3) is 

ot perfectly symmetric, i.e. they are not symmetric around the 

lane in-between two injectors �p = 0 . 5 , but exhibit a phase shift

f 	�p ≈ −0 . 05 . This behaviour is observed between �p = 0 . 2 –

.8, where the gas between two injectors is always slightly richer 

ear the injector in the direction of the detonation propagation 

 �p > 0 . 5 ) than near the other one at �p < 0 . 5 . The shift is at-

ributed to the tangential velocity induced by the detonation in the 
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Fig. 9. Phase-Locked Ensemble Averaged axial distributions of hydrogen mass frac- 

tion (left) and CJ speed (right) in the frontal plane, averaged in the radial direc- 

tion. The vertical dashed line indicates the injector phase in-between two injec- 

tors ( � = 0 . 5 ), while � = 0 , 1 correspond to the injector axis. The detonation wave 

moves from � = 0 to � = 1 . 
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efill region, which slightly deflects the fuel jets in the opposite di- 

ection with respect to the wave, i.e. −�. In other words, the min- 

mum fuel concentration is not occurring, as expected, in-between 

wo fuel injectors, but has a small shift. 

The mixture composition directly impacts the CJ speed ( Fig. 9 , 

ight), however, the radial average above the jets in regions (1) and 

2) presents a nearly uniform value around 1750–1800 m/s . How- 

ver, at the base of the chamber in region (3), the succession of 

ure hydrogen and air streams periodically decreases the CJ speed 

s the mixture exits the detonability limits. As the wave speed de- 

endence on transversal composition gradients has been observed 

oth experimentally [57] and numerically [11,49] , the region (3) 

ould reduce the stability of the front by inducing periodic fluc- 

uations in the order of 750 kHz. 

The PLEA fields of the other gas properties exhibit phase dis- 

ributions similar to Fig. 9 , so they are not reported for sake of

onciseness. 

.3. Detonation front topology and speed 

The detonation front that stabilizes in the chamber annulus 

resents a defined three-dimensional shape throughout the revo- 

ution. Considering a cartesian coordinate system (d, r, y ) rotating 

round the combustor axis which follows the average angular po- 

ition of the front θm 

(t) , the detonation surface can described by 

he linear distance of the front from a radial-axial plane passing 

hrough its center θm 

(t) : 

(θ, θm 

) = d(r, y, t) = r sin 

(
θ (r, y, t) − θm 

(t) 
)

(7) 

The time-averaged maps of front elevation are reported in 

ig. 10 (a). The peculiar feature of the front is the presence of an

lmost conical protrusion along the outer wall with the vertex 

ositioned above the air gap edge. This structure presents con- 

inuous and wide azimuthal fluctuations in contrast to the other 

arts of the front which exhibit weaker variations. From the maps, 

his protrusion is clearly visible with the vertex positioned around 

 = 2 mm on the outer wall and the semi-circular base between 

he air gap edge and about y = 10 mm, surrounding the recircula- 

ion region shown in Fig. 7 . 

The regions around the inner corner of the chamber, how- 

ver, exhibit a good stability and are nearly flat or slightly re- 
11
essed with respect to the majority of the front. While a clear 

orrelation between the surface shape and the gas state in the 

rontal plane is not observed, the most protruding regions ap- 

ear to be positioned in correspondence to regions of a high 

emperature and sound speed. A similar feature was described 

lso in other RDC configurations and linked to the higher lo- 

al sound speed [24] , indicating that these regions are then sup- 

orted by the core of the detonation within the more stable 

egion (2). 

It is worth highlighting that no clear detonation cells are ob- 

erved from the analysis of the instantaneous front surface, but 

ather only small-scale front fluctuations related to the fresh gas 

urbulent conditions are present. 

The time-averaged normal velocity of the front D is also re- 

orted in Fig. 10 (b), as well as its ratio to the local D CJ to highlight

he over-driven and under-driven regions ( Fig. 10 (c)). The average 

adial profiles far from the injection ( 10 < y < 35 mm ) are also rep-

esented in Fig. 11 . 

The region (3) near the chamber base ( y < 10 mm ) needs a spe-

ific discussion since here the speed is influenced by the contin- 

ous fragmentation of the front due to the presence of the su- 

ersonic reactants. The part of the protrusion which exhibits the 

igher stability is the peak at y = 3 mm along the outer wall and

lways constitutes the leading point of the front. The propagation 

f this portion occurs at speeds of 190 0–20 0 0 m/s , consistent with

he other parts of the front, but not with the local CJ speed, which 

pproaches the local sound speed. The wave in the recirculation 

bove the air gap is thus likely supported by the neighboring re- 

ions which are detonating. 

In the stable part of the front, in regions (1) and (2) (i.e. y >

0 mm ), the detonation speed shows a linear increase from the in- 

er to the outer wall. This variation does not appear directly deter- 

ined by the mixture properties in the refill region ( Fig. 7 ), i.e. by

he local CJ speed. This observation holds also for the rich region 

t the top of the refill height (1), which does not noticeably affect 

he detonation speed of the front. 

Rather, the detonation velocity is distributed around the local 

J speed, so that the regions adjacent to the inner wall are slightly 

elow D CJ ( −5% ), while at spans above 50% it is increasingly over-

riven up to +20% D CJ ( Figs. 10(c) and 11 ). This is partially due to

he lower CJ speed near the outer wall ( Fig. 7 ), with the absolute

ront speed raising up to 20 0 0 m/s at the outer wall compared to

800 m/s along the inner wall. Globally, the majority of the front 

ith a flammable mixture propagates between ±5% D CJ . The over- 

riven speed at the outer wall is consistent to what usually ob- 

erved in curved channels and premixed reactants, i.e. with uni- 

orm local CJ speed [16,54] . 

Indeed, the difference between the actual front speed and the 

J value could be attributed to effects not included in the CJ the- 

ry, as the wave unsteadiness, mixture stratification and annulus 

urvature. The average front velocity shows a balance between the 

ffects of the local mixture distribution and the curvature effects at 

he outer and inner walls. The reduction in the propagation veloc- 

ty due to the dis-homogeneity of mixture properties, resulting in 

he reduction of expected CJ properties, is overcome by the com- 

ressive effect of the outer wall, having the net effect of an in- 

rease in the effective wave speed with the radius. The opposite 

ffect is observed along the inner wall. The balance of these ef- 

ects may help to explain the experimental observation that, as 

he reactant flow rate decreases for a given nominal equivalence 

atio, the wave speed decreases until failure. These results indicate 

hat this failure may be the result of the shifting in the balance, 

hereby the weakening of the compressive effect can no longer 

vercome the low-quality mixture along the outer wall resulting 

n an increasing disparity in normal velocity across the span and 

he ultimate wave failure. 
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Fig. 10. Time-averaged radial-axial maps of the detonation front elevation (a), speed (b) and ratio of the front speed to the local CJ speed (c). The horizontal lines mark the 

regions (1)-(3). 

Fig. 11. Time-averaged radial distribution of the detonation speed between 10 < 

y < 35 mm with the respective local RMS represented by the colored area. 
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Fig. 12. Two-dimensional PDFs of the local detonation front speed in the injector 

phase space in the axial regions (1): 25 < y < 35 mm , (2): 10 < y < 25 mm , (3): 

0 < y < 10 mm . The dashed line marks � = 0 . 5 and the horizontal lines the time- 

averaged CJ speed in each reagion. 
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.3.1. Injector-induced tangential fluctuations 

As discussed previously, the refilled gas ahead of the front ex- 

ibits a variation in the discrete fuel injection only at the chamber 

ase ( y < 10 mm ), inducing important fluctuations of the local CJ

peed ( Fig. 9 ). It is then interesting to assess whether the front

ropagates either according to the unsteady region (3) or to the 

ore uniform regions (1) and (2). To investigate and highlight any 

tatistical dependence of the local the propagation speed on the 

ront position with respect to the fuel injectors, the instantaneous 

peed values can be represented in the injector phase space � (see 

ection 4.2.2 ). The two-dimensional Probability Density Functions 

PDF) of the detonation speed at each instant and point in the 

ront for the three main regions identified in Fig. 9 are reported 

n Fig. 12 . 
12 
Far from the injection, i.e. in regions (1) and (2), the wave speed 

oes not show any statistical dependence on the injector phase, 

ven at the middle of the gap between the fuel channels ( � = 0 . 5 ).

he velocity at each position is distributed around a constant aver- 

ge which is not far from with the local D CJ . 

On the other hand, the near-injection region (3) not only fea- 

ures a wider deviation toward lower values from the average 

J speed, but also non-negligible eventual speed reductions in- 

etween the jets ( Fig. 12 , bottom). In fact, distinct speed drop 

vents are also present between the injectors at � ≈ 0 . 6 , highlight- 

ng that a temporary, local deceleration of the leading shock has 
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Fig. A.1. Representation of the reference frames adopted for describing the detona- 

tion front (black line). (x, y, z) : global cartesian system, (ϑ, r, y ) : global cylindrical 

system, (d, r, y ) : cartesian system rotating with the front. 

Fig. A.2. Determination of the front normal displacement. 
igher probability to occur between the fuel jets. The region inter- 

sted by this phenomenon corresponds only to the low CJ speed 

one in Fig. 10 (c). This observation confirms that the periodic CJ 

peed reduction in Fig. 9 around � = 0 . 45 has an impact on the

etonation speed, but the response of the front is slightly delayed 

f 	� = 0 . 15 , i.e. +0 . 54 deg in the propagation direction. In other

ords, although the CJ theory is not able to represent completely 

he complex propagation of the wave, a temporarily, local variation 

f the detonation speed is likely to occur right after a pocket of 

ure air, where the CJ speed is low or not defined. It is also worth

o remark that this is a stochastic behaviour and is not occurring 

t the passage frequency of the injectors of about 750 kHz. 

In conclusion, the PDFs maps reported in Fig. 12 show that the 

uctuation of CJ speed has only a local and sporadic impact on the 

ave speed, so the front at the base of the chamber is likely to 

ave a secondary importance for the stability of the whole wave, 

hich propagates steadily during the rotation. Therefore, the cen- 

ral region of the refill region appears to be the most important 

egion for the stabilization of the detonation. 

. Conclusions 

The non-premixed Rotating Detonation Combustor (RDC) in- 

talled at TU Berlin is numerically investigated by means of fully- 

ompressible, multispecies, reactive Large Eddy Simulations with 

he AVBP code. The high temporal and spatial resolution of the 

imulation allowed the detailed description of critical aspects of 

he combustor operation, such as the wave-injector interaction, the 

efilled gas properties and the front propagation speed. 

The main outcomes of the work can be summarised as follows: 

• According to the experimental observations, a single wave es- 

tablishes in the combustor and propagates steadily at 7509 Hz, 

over-estimating the recorded frequency by +19%. Nevertheless, 

the axial pressure distribution and overall pressure gain of the 

device are well captured by the simulation, with the exit total 

pressure matching the measurements. 

• As a consequence of the radial-inward air injection and the high 

mass flow rate, only the refill region within 50% span is effi- 

ciently flushed with fresh reactants, while the outer half of the 

refill region contains a large proportion of residual hot prod- 

ucts. 

• The gas ahead of the detonation front presents consistent vari- 

ations both in radial and axial directions, with a rich region at 

the top of the refill height, a slightly lean central region and 

unmixed reactants at the chamber base. This axial stratification 

is due to the differential blockage and recovery of the fuel and 

air injectors and could be avoided by modifying the injection 

system to minimize or equalize the dynamics of the injectors 

ducts. 

• The average front velocity is the result of the balance between 

the effects of the local mixture distribution and the curvature 

effects at the outer and inner walls. Although the wave speed 

is mostly distributed around the local CJ speed ( ±5% ), near the 

outer wall the low-quality of the mixture is overcome by the 

compressive effect of the wall, determining an increase of speed 

at high radii. 

• Notwithstanding the periodic variation of the refilled mixture 

near the chamber base due to the presence of the discrete fuel 

injectors, the global detonation speed does not show corre- 

sponding high-frequency fluctuations. Only near the reactants 

jets, where the local CJ speed is lower due to the presence of 

the supersonic air flow, the wave speed has a higher probability 

to exhibit temporary velocity drops. 

This study demonstrates how the complete resolution of the in- 

ection system is fundamental to capture the interaction between 
13 
he waves and the reactants. Deeper understanding of the injectors 

peration is indeed an essential aspect for the optimization of the 

DC performances, since it not only drives the mixture prepara- 

ion, but also the overall combustion efficiency and pressure gain 

hich can be achieved. In this context, the present study repre- 

ents a first step for characterizing the main aspects related to the 

DC operations and provides valuable insights for the future design 

mprovements. 
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ppendix A 

etonation speed calculation 

The detonation front speed in the global system can be eval- 

ated from the time series of the surfaces θ (r, y, t) by supposing 

hat the front propagates along its local normal direction n . The 

nit normal of the front is computed from the surface θ (r, y, t) ex- 

ressed in a cartesian coordinate system (d, r, y ) rotating with the 

verage angular position of the front θm 

(t) ( Fig. A.1 ). 

In such space, the detonation front surface is described by the 

unction: 

(θ, θm 

) = d(r, y, t) = r sin 

(
θ (r, y, t) − θm 

(t) 
)

(A.1) 
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Fig. A.3. Instantaneous fields of Celik’s LES quality index. 
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hich can be reformulated in its implicit form F = f − d(r, y, t) = 0

nd spatially derived to obtain the unit normal vector: 

F = 

(
1 , −∂d 

∂r 
, −∂d 

∂y 

)
(A.2) 

 (r, y, t) = 

∇F 

|∇F | = 

(
n d , n r , n y 

)
(A.3) 

The detonation speed at time t i is then calculated from the dis- 

lacement of the front along the local normal direction as the dis- 

ance between the points B (r, y, t i +1 ) and A (r, y, t i −1 ) : 

B − A ) = k n (A.4) 

The coordinates d of the points A and B in Fig. A.2 are both 

valuated with respect to the same angular position θm 

(t i ) , accord- 

ng to Eq. (A.1) . 

The calculation of the distance | B − A | requires the B point po-

ition (d B , r B , y B ) on the detonation front, which is unknown since

he surface describing the front is discrete, imposing the B point to 

e determined iteratively. This is done by considering a test point 

 

′ and equalling its coordinates d B ′ to the d coordinate of the point 

n the front at t i +1 interpolated on the B ′ coordinates (see blue 

ross in Fig. A.2 ): 

 ( r B ′ , y B ′ , t i +1 ) = d B ′ (A.5) 

hen this occurs, also B ≡ B ′ and the intersection condition is met. 

onsidering also that: 
 

 

d B ′ 
r B ′ 
y B ′ 

⎞ 

⎠ −

⎛ 

⎝ 

d A 
r A 
y A 

⎞ 

⎠ = k 

⎛ 

⎝ 

n d 

n r 

n y 

⎞ 

⎠ (A.6) 

he following parametric function of k can be obtained: 

 

(
kn r + r A , kn y + y A , t i +1 

)
= kn d + d A (A.7) 

he normal distance is then evaluated as the root of the resid- 

al R (k ) : 

 (k ) = d 
(
kn r + r A , kn y + y A , t i +1 

)
− kn d − d A (A.8) 
s

14 
sing the modified Powell method in Python. The root k represents 

he scaling factor of the unit normal n to intersect the front at t i +1 ,

.e. B ′ ≡ B , so its value coincides with the displacement | B − A | = k .

his procedure is carried out for each point (r, y ) of the front and

nstant t i , leading to the local instantaneous normal speed of the 

etonation 

�
 D : 

�
 

 = D ( r, y, t i ) n = 

(
k ( r, y, t i ) 

t i +1 − t i −1 

)
n (A.9) 

A preliminary application of the procedure using the sampling 

nterval of 	t = 3 . 25 × 10 −8 s (31 MHz) showed a high-frequency

oise affecting the velocity. This was attributed to the excessive 

ampling rate which is comparable or lower than the time to flow 

hrough a mesh element ( 8 . 5 × 10 −8 s in the refined region and

 . 25 × 10 −7 s in the chamber). Therefore, only for the velocity cal- 

ulation, the data is downsampled by 4 times ( 	t = 1 . 3 × 10 −7 s,

.7 MHz), filtering out the high-frequency fluctuations and improv- 

ng the quality of the resulting velocity. 

ssessment of the mesh grid effect 

Additional information about the mesh resolution and impact 

n the solution is provided in this section. Since the effect of the 

esh on the RDC is twofold, potentially involving coupled effects 

n both the turbulent mixing and the detonation front propaga- 

ion, the two contributions are analyzed separately in the next. 

As an index of the turbulent fluctuations resolution, the Celik’s 

uality criterion based on the viscosity QI v is calculated as [40] : 

I v = 

1 

1 + 0 . 05 

(
μsgs 

μ

)0 . 53 
(A.10) 

he resulting values are reported in Fig. A.3 . In the refill region 

he turbulent fluctuations, lead to values between 0 . 7 − 0 . 9 , with

 slightly lower quality outside the refinement region at the base 

f the chamber. In the rest of the chamber, the acceleration of the 

urnt gases is associated to a high index quality ( 0 . 8 − 1 ), notwith-

tanding the coarser mesh size. The most demanding region in 
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Fig. A.4. Instantaneous detonation front in a 2D detonation channel for different mesh sizings. 

Fig. A.5. Time trends of the leading shock speed in a 2D detonation channel at a fixed transverse position for different element sizings. 

Fig. A.6. Time trends of the half reaction thickness in a 2D detonation channel at a fixed transverse position for different element sizings. 

15 
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erms of spatial discretization is thus the refilled gas rather than 

he products in the combustion chamber. Considering that low in- 

ex values are only observed where the shocks occur, the spa- 

ial discretization appears adequate for the resolution of the flow 

eld. 

To investigate the effect of the element size on the sole det- 

nation propagation, preliminary LES simulations of a detonation 

ropagation in a 2D channel filled with H 2 −air mixture in ambi- 

nt, stoichiometric conditions were carried out. The instantaneous 

esults are reported in Fig. A.4 . 

As the mesh is coarsened, the smallest structures in the flow 

eld are lost and the cellular structure becomes slightly more reg- 

lar. However, the differences in the cell size and detonation front 

re limited when the element size is increased by one order of 

agnitude. The detonation speed and the half reaction thickness 

re also calculated at a fixed horizontal position. The values, re- 

orted in Figs. A.5 and A.6 respectively, do not change considerably 

ith the mesh coarsening. 

These observations indicate that the detonation front descrip- 

ion is not expected to deteriorate significantly when using an ele- 

ent size comparable to the half reaction thickness. 
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